non-disruptive and seamless

M
SOLUTION
OVERVIEW

Seven10’s Storfirst
Migration is the industry’s
only software solution
designed to provide easy
and non-disruptive data
moves from EMC Centera
to Isilon scale-out NAS.

LOW TOUCH, OUT-OF-BAND
CENTERA MIGRATIONS
Seven10’s paradigm shifting migration
software was created to make the transition
to EMC Isilon storage both economical and
graceful.
The traditional way of migrating data using
outsourced, third-party professional service
organizations is often time consuming,
expensive, and extremely disruptive. Seven10
changes all of those old perceptions with a
data migration solution that eliminates the
heart-burn
associated
with
platform
upgrades because it is a repeatable software
offering
purpose-built
for
customers
transitioning to EMC Isilon scale-out storage.
EMC Isilon will provide the tools necessary to
provision and utilize storage to maximize
your investments and consolidate costs.
When combined with Seven10’s Storfirst
Migration, the upgrade path for existing
Centera customers has never been easier.

EMC Centera to Isilon Migrations

USE CASE

When one of the Nation’s largest heart programs needed
to grow their existing EMC environment, they called on
Seven10. Facing end-of-service-life issues with their CUA
driven Centera, they needed a solution that would help
them transition to EMC’s latest storage technology fast,
and without disrupting the patient care process. Lori
Caldwell, the EMC account executive involved in the deal
said “Seven10 should be the standard for migrating because
it shortens the time period and it’s always better to shorten
the cycle.”
Seven10’s Storfirst Migration software provided just what
the doctor ordered – a seamless evolution to a new world
of possibilities with EMC Isilon.

STORFIRST MIGRATION:
A NATURAL TRANSITION TO EMC ISILON
Storfirst Migration software provides unmatched data security and a seamless
evolution from old storage platforms to EMC Isilon. Seven10’s “5Point Migration
Services” delivers a simple, repeatable, proven and trusted path to new storage by;
(1) Performing a detailed inventory of the file and directories on existing storage, (2)
Synching the data from old storage to new without interrupting access to legacy
content, (3) Auditing the migration so that ZERO data loss is achieved, (4)
Verification of source and target, (5) Final cutover to Isilon.
For over 12 years, Seven10 has enjoyed a tight collaboration partnership with EMC.
By providing purpose-built data migration capabilities for Centera customers,
Seven10 delivers a solution that provides unfettered access, unmatched success, and
an immediate path to EMC Isilon.
“By leveraging Seven10’s migration capabilities, users can now expand beyond
storage silos while adopting platforms that will ultimately help control storage
sprawl, costs, and management overhead.”
- Terri McClure, ESG “A Riskless Approach to New Storage Adoption”
April, 2012

CALL TO ACTION
Storfirst Migration is sold on EMC paper and is available thru EMC Select
Please contact your Seven10 representative:
Derick Smith at (603) 315-6032 or dsmith@seven10storage.com
Please send all general inquiries to emc@seven10storage.com
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